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Abstract

There is an ever-increasing understanding of the benefits of using Machine Learning in the prediction of economic performance when compared to more traditional statistical methods. Machine Learning models can provide more accurate and timely forecasts of economic performance, which are very valuable for economists and policy advisors when making important decisions related to the future economic outlook. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a main indicator used in the evaluation of the performance of an economy. Traditionally, GDP was forecast using data available on a quarterly basis, such as imports, exports and government spending. Delays and issues with inaccuracy can arise with this quarterly data however, and the use of Machine Learning models has facilitated the evaluation of a wider range of economic indicators, available with more timely data, for predicting GDP. This research project creates Machine Learning models using Multilayer Perceptron - Artificial Neural Networks and Random Forests for predicting GDP. These methods have previously been successfully used for economic prediction models and this research project will build on the previous work in this area by applying the models to economic performance variables that impact GDP, for example Consumer Confidence and Business Confidence, Household Spending, Unemployment Rates, Interest Rates and Exchange Rates. The models built in this research project are evaluated in terms of accuracy and other statistical measures, and the results are promising in terms of the predicting GDP in Ireland and other countries.

1 Introduction

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is an important measure of the economic performance of a country, in terms of both the overall market value of all goods, and the services produced by that country during the year. This statistical measure is valuable to many parties, including economists, politicians, analysts, banks and policy advisors when making important decisions with regards to the future economy. The prediction of GDP has always been important with regards to identifying possible trends and future impacts to the economy. Various models have been created for predicting GDP, however in recent years there has been a growing understanding of the importance of, and use of Machine Learning based models for predicting economic performance. Machine Learning has facilitated the identification of trends and patterns in greater depth than traditional statistical models and the power of Machine Learning algorithms and models has resulted in a greater accuracy of predictions. Many different Machine Learning models have been created for predicting GDP and various indicators of economic growth have been
examined by these models in the prediction of economic performance. A thorough examination of related work in the area found that Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Random Forests were positive in terms of their GDP predicting capabilities. Models have been created previously with an emphasis on specific countries and the indicators relevant to those countries. For example, Alamsyah and Permana (2018) created Multi-layer Perceptron Artificial Neural Network models for predicting economic performance in Indonesia. Martin (2019) created Random Forests models for predicting GDP in South Africa and Behrens et al. (2018) also used Random Forests to examine the forecasting of macroeconomic data in Germany. Richardson et al. (2018) used many different Machine Learning methods to predict GDP in New Zealand.

This research project creates Multilayer Perceptron ANN and Random Forest models for examining the predictive abilities of these Machine Learning models in terms of their accuracy at predicting GDP in Ireland and a number of other countries. The work conducted as part of this research project will add to the body of work in the area of creating Machine Learning models to predict GDP and economic performance. Economic Indicator data specific to Ireland as well as number of other countries is analysed, and the output of the models will provide an insight into the use of Machine Learning for predicting GDP in Ireland. This information will be useful for economic analysts and data analysts looking at models relevant to Ireland and the selected countries.

The Research Question that this research paper looks to examine is as follows: ‘To what extent can machine learning algorithms predict Gross Domestic Product in Ireland and other countries based on various economic factors? The objectives of this research are:

- Build two machine learning models (using Artificial Neural Networks and Random Forests) for predicting GDP
- Use selected economic indicators for predicting GDP with the models
- To evaluate the performance and accuracy of the models using selected statistical measures (RMSE, MAE, R2)
- To compare the GDP predictions for Ireland and other countries to the actual GDP numbers and analyse the potential value of the models

This research is done with the aim of building on previous work completed in the field of creating a machine learning approach to predicting GDP. The remaining sections of this research paper are structured as follows. The next section of the paper covers an analysis of the Related Work in the area of using Machine Learning for predicting economic performance. The motivation behind the work undertaken in this research project is covered, including the reasons why the prediction of economic performance is important and how GDP can be predicted using selected economic indicator data. An analysis of previous research that involves creating Machine Learning models for predicting GDP and also suitable evaluation metrics is also discussed in this section. In Section 3, the Research Methodology will be covered in detail, including the use and application of the CRISP-DM methodology as part of this project. Section 4 of the report will show the Design Specification which covers an overview of the frameworks that were created and used as part of this research project. Section 5 covers the Implementation of the models that are used to answer the research question and objectives of this project. Next, in Section 6 a thorough Evaluation of the results and main findings of the research
project will be provided. An analysis of the results will also be provided in this section along with a critical discussion of strengths and weaknesses of the implemented models. Finally, Section 7 will contain the Concluding remarks of this report and some possible Future Work that may be performed as continuation of this research project.

2 Related Work

This Research Project investigates the use of selected Machine Learning methods to predict economic performance. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the measure of economic performance predicted in this work. A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) Artificial Neural Network is created to predict GDP from selected countries, and a Random Forest model is also created for predictive comparative purposes with the Artificial Neural Network. Selected economic indicator data is used as input to the models in order to make the GDP predictions. The data is taken from various countries, including Ireland, Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom. Previous work has been conducted in relation to the prediction of economic performance and GDP, using both empirical methods and Machine Learning. In this section of the report, previous work in this area is analysed.

2.1 Economic Performance - Gross Domestic Product

Whilst there are various measures of the performance of an economy, Gross Domestic Product is one of the most important. GDP is a measure of the total value of goods and services produced in an economy over a time period, usually quarterly or yearly. GDP is a useful statistic for comparison and evaluation of the economic performance of countries and continents, and economic analysts are frequently considering improved methods and models for predicting GDP (Vrbka; 2016). The official calculation for GDP involves the use of variables including private consumption, government spending, government investment, imports and exports. One issue around the area of economic performance prediction is that often the data used for the predictions is incomplete or inaccurate (Richardson et al.; 2018). This is often due to delays that can occur with the publication of monthly and quarterly statistics in countries. As a result, the publication of economic performance measures such as GDP can be quite delayed, which in turn impacts the decisions made by economists and government policy makers.

These issues have led to a movement towards Machine Learning methods and models for predicting economic conditions, as part of the process of overcoming the challenges with traditional economic prediction methods. It has also led to the consideration of other variables in the prediction of GDP and the growth of economic ‘nowcasting’, where data is analysed in real-time or near real-time using Machine Learning models. Vrbka (2016) discusses the importance of Artificial Intelligence amongst the methods that have increased in importance due to their superior predictive power over conventional methods. The importance of accurate and timely economic predictions is also considered by Nik et al. (2016). The impact and disruption from financial crises can be severe. In their work, Nik et al. (2016) analyse the data from various countries that suffered a financial crisis and build an Artificial Neural Network model that could be used to predict the probability of future financial crises. Their work highlights some economic variables that are important for consideration with regards to the prediction of economic performance. Wu et al. (2019) also discuss the importance of economic forecasting, monitoring and early warning as part of macroeconomic decision making. In their work, they discuss
the model they have created for predicting GDP in China, and it is clear that such a model would be useful as part of any economic decision making process with regards to highlighting potential disruptions and issues in the economy. This section of the report discussed the reasons and benefits behind the prediction of economic performance, as well as some of the methods used in the prediction of GDP. The next section of the report looks at the selected economic indicators used for predicting Gross Domestic Product.

2.2 Predicting Gross Domestic Product with selected economic performance data

GDP is composed of various economic factors, including government and private expenditure along with imports and exports, however many other economic variables also impact on GDP. The data behind traditional economic indicators are often published quarterly, however as mentioned previously, this data is prone to error and incompleteness. Other economic variable data is often available more frequently, for example monthly rather than quarterly, and recent work in the field of machine learning and economic performance prediction is examining the use of this data as part of creating models for economic predictions. In their paper, Stundziene (2013) examined many different monthly economic indicators and created models with this data for predicting GDP in Lithuania. It was found that turnover of retail trade, goods loading figures and passenger numbers at the airports provided data that could be used for forecasting GDP in Lithuania. The study provided an interesting insight into the fact that non-traditional variables can also be used for predicting GDP. The benefit of using these variables is that the data is available much more frequently than traditional GDP predictors. It is important to note that the impact of particular economic variables in predicting GDP can vary from country to country. Kuosmanen and Vataja (2017) performed an analysis on financial variables, both nominal and real in relation to their use in predicting economic performance. It was found in this work that the predictive ability of particular variables can be impacted during periods of economic uncertainty.

As part of the work carried out in this Research Project, certain economic indicators were selected for use in the prediction of GDP. The economic variables used in this project include: Various Business and Consumer Confidence Indicators, Imports, Exports, Exchange Rates, Interest Rates, Unemployment Rates and Political Factors. These factors were selected as they are a combination of traditional economic indicators, as well as monthly indicators that were considered to be relevant to the prediction of GDP in both Ireland and other countries. In their paper, Divya and Devi (2014) analysed various different economic indicators and their impact on GDP. An ANOVA and correlation analysis was performed on the indicators as part of the study and it was found that exchange rates were an important indicator in the prediction of GDP. Fiscal Deficit, Balance of Payments, Inflation and Foreign Exchange Reserves were also analysed as part of the study. Jiang et al. (2017) similarly found that indicator data with a monthly frequency was very useful in predicting GDP in China, particularly when used as part of a process that involves both dynamic predictors and mixed-frequency data, and when compared to traditional methods.

This section of the literature review covered the analysis and selection of economic variables as part of making economic performance predictions. In the next section, the report will look at the use of Machine Learning in the prediction of economic performance.
2.3 The use of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in the Prediction of Economic Performance

Recent years have seen an increase in the use of Machine Learning models and algorithms for predicting GDP and economic performance. Machine Learning models are proving to often perform more accurately than traditional methods. In his paper, Kouziokas (2017) looked at the timeseries prediction of GDP and proposed a model based on a Feedforward Multilayer Perceptron that provided accurate predictions of GDP. The proposed model could be valuable as part of a financial management process. Cogoljević et al. (2018) created an Artificial Neural Network model to predict GDP based on energy resources. They compared their machine learning approach to a back-propagation algorithm and found, based on the results, that the Artificial Neural Network provided an improvement in accuracy. Richardson et al. (2018) investigate various different machine learning algorithms and evaluate their performance in predicting GDP in New Zealand. They look at the accuracy of the nowcasts provided by these Machine Learning models. Various economic indicator data is examined as part of the work carried out in the paper. Macroeconomic variables, confidence surveys and general domestic activity indicators are included. The study is useful as many different Machine Learning model are created, for example Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines, Boosted Trees and K-Nearest Neighbour models, which provide a good insight into the use of Machine Learning in the prediction of Economic Performance. Machine Learning has also been used to analyse economic data as part of gaining a retrospective insight into previous major financial occurrences, such as the 2008 Global economic crisis. Yu et al. (2019) use Machine Learning to examine the factors that influenced the global crash in 2008-2009.

Artificial Neural Networks have been found to be valuable for creating models for predicting economic growth. Alamsyah and Permanna (2015) created a Multilayer Perceptron model for predicting economic growth based on macroeconomic indicators. The data used in their study is for Indonesia and is based on 37 years of data. A model with a 5-11-1 layer configuration was used and it provided an accuracy of over 95%. The economic indicator data used by Alamsyah and Permanna included data on total investments, government expenditure, exports and imports. It is mentioned that future work in this area could look at additional economic indicator variables that effect economic growth. Vrbka (2016) also created a Multilayer Perceptron model for predicting future GDP, as well as a Radial Basic Function Neural Network. GDP related timeseries data was analysed, and the models interestingly predicted a drop in eurozone GDP over the coming years. Stevanovic et al. (2018) created an Artificial Neural Network model for predicting GDP based on electricity consumption. Their ANN models used both the extreme learning method and the back-propagation algorithm. The models created were positive in terms of their GDP prediction abilities using electricity consumption as an economic indicator variable. Jahn (2018) created a Single Hidden Layer Feedforward Artificial Neural Network for predicting GDP. Data was analysed for a number of European countries over a 20 year period and it was found that the ANN model produced much better results than a linear model in terms of prediction accuracy.

A thorough analysis of the Related Work has also found that Random Forest models have proved to be useful for predicting economic related performance. Martin (2019) used Random Forests along with other Machine Learning models to predict GDP in South Africa one quarter into the future. Fifteen different economic variables were used in the study including household income, consumer price index, gold price, oil price and
average wage. A process of creating multiple trees by bootstrapping the data, in order to improve the accuracy of the predictions is discussed. It was found that the Random Forest model performed strongly along with an Elastic-net model. Basuchoudhary et al. (2017) examined a number of algorithms for predicting economic growth, including Random Forests. The Random Forest model performed well in terms of its predictive qualities for predicting economic growth. Benefits of using tree-based algorithms were found, including their usefulness when multiple economic indicator variables affect economic growth in various countries differently. Overall, the Random Forest method was found to be a viable model for predicting economic growth, particularly in this instance where a large selection of economic indicators were examined. Random Forests were also used by Liang et al. (2020) for predicting GDP in China based on spatial distribution information. The Random Forest models performed better than traditional regression models, returning a higher accuracy level. Behrens et al. (2018) use multivariate Random Forests to determine the value of macroeconomic forecast data. The links between prediction and forecast errors were examined and the significance of the results were assessed. GDP related data and price index data from Germany was used in this work, and in concluding, the authors mention that it would be useful apply their work to macroeconomic data from other countries.

As part of the work carried out by this Research Project, data from a number of countries, including Germany, is examined using both ANN MLP and Random Forest models. Related work in the area of the use of Machine Learning in predicting economic performance was analysed in this section of the report. In the next section of the literature review, related work in the area of the evaluation of Machine Learning models in terms of their accuracy and prediction of economic performance will be reviewed.

2.4 Evaluating the Performance of Machine Learning Models in the prediction of Economic Growth

This research project created Multilayer Perceptron and Random Forest machine learning models for predicting GDP. The objectives of the research are to build and evaluate the models’ predictive abilities based on the economic indicator variables selected and to determine the extent that these models can be used to predict GDP in Ireland and other countries. The models built in this research project are evaluated based on accuracy and some selected statistical based measures, including Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Co-efficient of Determination (R2), Mean Absolute Error (Random Forest Model) and Mean Square Error (MLP Model). These statistical measures are part of the standard measures used in the evaluation of Machine Learning algorithms. Kordanuli et al (2017) created Artificial Neural Network models using extreme learning machine and back propagation for forecasting GDP. The predictive accuracy of the models that were created were evaluated using both the Root Means Square Error (RMSE) and Coefficient of Determination (R2) statistical measures. Tumer and Akkus (2018) also created an Artificial Neural Network for predicting GDP and evaluated it using Root Mean Square Error. Martin (2019) used Root Mean Square Error for evaluating the Random Forest models created for predicting GDP in South Africa and Behrens et al. (2018) used both Root Mean Square Error and Root Mean Absolute Error for evaluating their Random Forest models. This section of the Report has covered a review of the existing work related to GDP prediction and the use and evaluation of Machine Learning models as part of the prediction of economic performance.
3 Methodology

This research project utilised the Artificial Neural Networks and Random Forest machine learning methods for creating models used to predict GDP in Ireland and a number of other countries, based on economic indicator data gathered from the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) data repository (OECD; 2020). The data mining methodology used in this research project is the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM). The steps in the CRISP-DM methodology provided the framework for the implementation of this research project and the basis for meeting the objectives of the project.

3.1 Business and Data Understanding

There has been an increase in the understanding of the benefits of using machine learning models for predicting economic performance. Previous work has focused on examining different machine learning models and their ability to predict GDP in various countries. After a thorough review of the related literature in this area, Multilayer Perceptron Artificial Neural Networks and Random Forest methods were selected for creating models to predict GDP in Ireland and other selected countries. After completing the business understanding step, the research question and objectives of this project were defined. The data for the economic indicators in this project are taken from the OECD data repository[1]. This data repository contains a wide variety of economic data, across many different areas. The data is freely available for download in various formats, and for the purposes of this research project the data was downloaded in csv format. The data was downloaded in individual files for a number of indicators including Current and Constant GDP, Unemployment Rate, Exchange Rate (Base Currency to USD), Long Term and Short Term Interest Rates, Government Expenditure, Private Consumption, Exports, Imports, Consumer Confidence Indicators and Business Confidence Indicators. The GDP figures are in the USD currency and most of the other indicators are in percentage format. Political data was also sourced[2] providing dates of when national elections were held in the various countries, selected as part of this research project. During the feature engineering part of the project, this election data was used to create a ‘Political’ variable indicating months when elections were held. This would be used as an additional indicator to determine if there was any additional impact on GDP during potential periods of political uncertainty or change of government.

The data from the OECD repository was gathered for ten countries (Ireland and nine other countries selected based on widespread availability of economic data over a prolonged period of time), for a period of 20 years (January 2000 – December 2019). Additional data for these countries was gathered for the period of January 2020 – May 2020, which was later used to perform further model testing and predictions. The files downloaded from the OECD data repository were of varying sizes depending on the data contained within the files. For example, the Business and Consumer Confidence data file had over 55,000 rows, the imports and exports file had 14,500 rows and the GDP data file had 1600 rows.

3.2 Preparation of the Data

An exploratory analysis of the data was carried out after all the data was sourced. Data was gathered for ten countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Finland, Ireland, Korea, United Kingdom and Sweden. The relevant fields were extracted from the individual files and the data was combined into a master file. Figure 1 shows the Data Map for the project data and provides an overview of the source of the data used for the final GDP Prediction Dataset, as well as the fields contained in the Prediction Dataset. A further exploratory data analysis was carried out and it was found that there were some missing Business Confidence data for Australia and some missing Consumer and Business Confidence data for Korea. As a result, the decision was made to drop these two countries from the research, as the missing data would cause issues when training the models. This left a total of eight countries for analysis in the research. It was also found that there was one short-term interest rate value missing for Sweden from September 2001. As the values for this Interest Rate were almost identical from the months before and after September 2001 (3.7 and 3.71) it was decided to impute a value of 3.7 (mean for Aug and Oct 2001) for the short-term interest rate for Sweden for September 2001. No other relevant data was found to be missing from the data set. The GDP data sourced from the OECD data repository contained GDP figures in both Constant and Current GDP. As Constant GDP is inflation-adjusted it was determined that this would be more suitable to use for the GDP Predictor Variable in the research, as the inflation-adjusted value would provide a more accurate measure of the actual changes in GDP output. The Current GDP values (non-inflation adjusted) for previous quarter were also kept in the dataset and used as a variable as part of the feature engineering carried out. Other pre-processing that was carried out on the data included scaling of the independent variables (to standardise the values) and dropping of some columns that were not required for processing the data (for example Subject, Measure, Unit Code, Flag Code).

Figure 1: Data Map Overview
3.3 Modeling

In this research project, models for predicting GDP were created using both Multilayer Perceptron Artificial Neural Networks and Random Forests. The models were created and run in Google Colab with the Python coding language. Google Colab has benefits for creating Neural Network models as everything is run online without having to install or download any packages on a local machine. There is also less concern regarding resource constraints when working with Google Colab and when running models compared to on a local machine.

**Multilayer Perceptron Artificial Neural Network:**

Artificial Neural networks can be useful for making predictions with non-linear independent variables. ANNs are easily adjustable based on the learning done by the model on the initial training data. They are also self-organised and have the ability to perform multiple real-time operations. Alamsyah and Permana (2018) discuss the benefits of ANNs in their paper. The Multilayer Perceptron trains using a backpropagation algorithm which is based on a gradient method. The training process is composed of an initialisation of the model followed by Forward Propagation, backpropagation and weight updates. Forward propagation is where the input is passed through the neural network and an output is calculated. The calculated output is compared to the actual output and a loss value is then calculated. This loss error is back propagated through the layers of the network and it allows updated weights to be calculated which can then be applied to the inputs and the process is repeated until a convergence is reached. As mentioned previously, Multilayer perceptron models have proven to be useful for predicting economic performance and GDP. In this research project, the ANN model has an input layer which takes in the various economic indicator input variables such as Unemployment rate, Interest Rates, Consumer and Business Confidence Indicators, Import and Exports. It also contains a number of hidden layers and an output layer.

**Random Forest:**

Random Forest models have also been successful when used to predict GDP previously. Martin (2019) used Random Forests for predicting GDP in South Africa. The random forest model uses a number of trees for making predictions, and from the input training data, samples are repeatedly taken from the input, using a bootstrapping process, to train the trees. The bootstrapping process allows multiple samples to be used from the same input training data. The Random Forest model uses a process to try and ensure that the output from each tree in the forest is uncorrelated with the other trees. It does this by using the bootstrapped random samples from the input training data. The number of estimators (trees) in the Random Forest model is a parameter that can be configured as part of the set up of the model. Different numbers of estimators can be tested in the model and an optimisation can be carried out to find a suitable number of trees to be used in the forest. Once the Random Forest model is run, each of the individual trees in the Random Forest produces a prediction and the model then takes the average or mean of each of the individual predictions to make an overall prediction result. The number of trees in the Random Forest has an impact on the model. There is a balance between having enough trees to make a good prediction and having too many trees which can lead to increased computational time whilst only providing minimal additional improvement to the final output prediction. Therefore, it is important to perform an optimisation of the number of estimators used in the model as part of the work done when creating the model. In the case of both the Multilayer Perceptron ANN and Random Forest Models.
used in this project, the input data is split into a 70% - 15% - 15% ratio for Training, Validation and Test datasets. After the models are created, a process of evaluating and tuning of the models is conducted and any further tuning of the parameters in the models can be performed.

3.4 Evaluation
The output of the models created is evaluated for its performance and to determine the extent that the objectives of this research project have been met. Along with the accuracy of the models, a number of statistical measures will be used to evaluate the models. The statistical measures used in this research project are Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Co-efficient of Determination (R2), Mean Absolute Error (Random Forest Model) and Mean Square Error (MLP Model).

- Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is a measure of the square root of the mean square error. It is a standard metric for measuring the error in machine learning models.
- The mean square error (MSE) shows the difference between the predicted and actual values of the data points squared.
- The Co-efficient of determination (R2) shows how well the independent variables can predict the variance in the dependent variable, in this case the GDP. It is an indicator of how well the model fits the data.
- Mean Absolute Error (MAE) indicates an average value of difference between the predicted values and the actual values.

Some further evaluations are also carried out in the research project by comparing the predicted GDP values from the Artificial Neural Network model for 2020 to the actual GDP values for the first quarter of 2020. The results of the evaluation are discussed in detail in Section 6 below.

3.5 Deployment
In the deployment phase, the results and findings of the work conducted as part of this research project are analysed and compiled into the final project report. The Multilayer Perceptron and Random Forest models created in this project are evaluated for their ability to predict GDP in Ireland and other selected countries and the possible future work that can be done in this area is defined in this phase.

4 Design Specification
This research project uses the Python programming language, run in the Google Colab environment to create the models used in the project. The models are created based on Multilayer Perceptron Artificial Neural Networks and Random Forests algorithms. The data used in this project is downloaded in csv format from the OECD data repository and pre-processing of the data is performed in both Microsoft Excel and in Python. The data is fed into models created in Python, and the models are run in the Google Colab
environment. Google Colab is a free cloud-based environment that has a number of advantages, especially when building Neural Networks. Python is also used to analyse the output of the models. This is done by creating plots in Python using the matplotlib library. Figure 2 below shows an overview of the design framework/flow of this research project.

Figure 2: Design Flow Overview

After the initial analysis of the input data is performed, the data files from the OECD website are combined into one input dataset in Microsoft Excel for use in the research project.

• This input data is then fed into the Google Colab cloud environment and additional data cleaning and pre-processing is performed.

• The Machine Learning models are created in the Google Colab Python environment and the data is input to the models.

• The output of the data is analysed using Python, and Matplotlib is used to create output graphs for further analysis and evaluation.

This section of the research report covered an overview of the Design Specification of the project. In the next section of the report, the Implementation will be discussed in detail.

5 Implementation

In this section of the report, the implementation of the final solution created in this research project will be discussed. The GDP and economic indicator data used in this project was downloaded in csv format from the OECD data repository. The data was analysed, combined, and cleaned using Microsoft Excel and Python. The machine learning models used in this project were created in Python, using the Google Colab cloud environment. Analysis and graphs of the output of the models was completed in Python with the Matplotlib library.
5.1 Data Transformation

As mentioned previously, the data used in this project was downloaded from the OECD data repository. The data was downloaded in various individual files, all in the csv format. The raw data was split into individual files based on the different economic indicators, for example GDP, unemployment rate, business and consumer confidence, etc. An initial exploratory data analysis was carried out to determine the characteristics of the data sets and to note any potential issues with missing data. The individual data files were combined in to one master data set to be used as input for the models in the project.

The ‘TIME’ column in the data set contained data in the format ‘2010-Q1’. As there was a similar column ‘Period’ already in the data set, it was decided to convert the ‘TIME’ column to a monthly data format which would be useful for analysis of the data. Data in the ‘TIME’ column was converted into the format ‘01/01/2000’, ‘01/02/2000’ etc.

Pre-processing of the data also found that some columns in the data would not be required so they were dropped from the Python dataframes that were created for storing the data used in the project. Columns such as ‘Subject’, ‘Measure’, ‘Frequency’ and ‘Unit’ were dropped as they were not deemed necessary for the analysis required in this project. It was found from the exploratory data analysis that some business and consumer confidence data was missing for the countries Australia and Korea. It was decided to drop the data for these countries from the study as the missing indicator data would cause issues in the training of the models. A missing interest rate for September 2001 for the country of Sweden was imputed from the preceding and following month as the value was almost identical (3.7 and 3.71). The data was examined in Python with the ‘.describe()’ method which shows some basic statistics such as the mean, standard deviation and percentiles of the data. The correlations were also checked with the ‘.corr()’ method in Python and histograms of the individual indicators were examined (for example, figure 3 below). After these checks and transformations were completed, the final dataset for use in the project was in place.

![Figure 3: Data Histogram for Analysis](image-url)
5.2 Model Development

In this research project, Artificial Neural Network and Random Forest Models were selected for creating models to predict GDP. These models were selected after an analysis of the related work in the area showed that they were suitable models for use in the prediction of economic performance. Google Colab was selected as the environment for creating the models in this work. The dataset used in this project was stored in Google Drive and accessed through Colab using an authentication module. The dataset is loaded using the Dataset.py module. In both models, the data is split in a 70% - 15% - 15% split for training, validation and testing. Various Python methods and libraries are used in these models and have been utilised previously for building models to predict GDP (Ghana and Singh 2019) and (Thite 2020). The Python train_test_split method from the sklearn.model_selection library is used for splitting the data. The data is scaled for the purpose of standardising using the sklearn.preprocessing library method StandardScalar. Scaling the data allows for better training in the cases where the variables have a wide range of values, which can impact the training of the data negatively.

5.2.1 Multilayer Perceptron Artificial Neural Network

The MLP model in this project is called via the Model.py module. This module contains the code for the MLP ANN model. As part of this module, various keras libraries are called for creating the Artificial Neural Network. This module links to the Options.py module which contains options for the Artificial Neural Network.

![Artificial Neural Network Model](image)

The MLP model is created using the ‘MLPRegressor’ which is part of the sklearn.neural network class in Python. Options such as the hidden layer sizes, validation fraction and max iterations are determined as part of creating the model. The output log of the model is also redirected to a log file, which can be used for further analysis of the model and its performance while the training epochs are running. In order to allow the Model to be saved and run separately if required, the ‘pickle’ and sklearn.externals library ‘joblib’ are
used. These allow the model to be saved and loaded separately. Using the pickle.load functionality then allows the model to be called in another environment if required. The plots of the output of the model are then called in the plots.py module. Figure 4 shows an overview of the framework of the Artificial Neural Network model. The input layer has a number of inputs based on the economic indicator data fed into the model. This then feeds into the Hidden Layers and eventually to the Output Layer.

5.2.2 Random Forest Model

The Random Forest Models use the same process for loading the data, and the train, validation and testing split of the data. The Random Forest model is called by the ‘RandomForestRegressor’ method which is part of the ‘sklearn.ensemble’ module. The Random Forest model has a number of options as well that can be modified and tuned if required such as the number of estimators (trees). In both the MLP and Random Forest models, the ‘sklearn’ method ‘metrics’ were used for calling evaluation statistics such as R2 score and RMSE. Figure 5 shows an overview of the Random Forest models framework.

![Figure 5: Random Forest Model](image)

5.3 Output Analysis

After the Multilayer Perceptron and Random Forest models were created and run in Google Colab, the output of the models was analysed with Python and graphs of the output were created for further evaluation of the models. The Python library matplotlib was used to create the graphs of the output. Various graphs were created, for example graphs comparing actual to predicted GDP (Overall) and differences in GDP for Ireland (Actual v Predicted). Graphs were also created examining some predictions specifically for the year 2020 in some of the countries.
6 Evaluation

In this section of the report, the results of the implemented models are discussed. The objective of this research project was to create machine learning models for predicting GDP in Ireland and other selected countries. Multi-layer Perceptron Artificial Neural Network and Random Forest models were used for predicting economic performance, based on selected economic indicator data sourced from the OECD data repository. These machine learning methods were selected after an extensive review of related work in the area of predicting economic performance using machine learning. Both Artificial Neural Networks and Random Forest models have been used previously for predicting GDP. In this project, economic indicators were also selected for predicting GDP, based on a study of previous work conducted in the prediction of GDP. These indicators were composed of data with a monthly frequency (Consumer and Business confidence Indicators, Unemployment rates, Interest Rates etc) as well traditional indicators of GDP (for example Import and Exports). The results of the models are discussed in detail in this section.

6.1 Model Evaluation

Figure 6 shows the results of the evaluation of the models. The Multilayer Perceptron model had an R² score of 0.94, while the Random Forest model had a higher score of 0.98.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLP ANN</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>2946980.9</td>
<td>1716.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>929508.09</td>
<td>964.11</td>
<td>426.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 below shows a selected comparison of GDP predictions for Ireland in 2019 from both the MLP and Random Forest models.

6.2 Multilayer Perceptron Predictions

Figure 8 below shows the actual GDP values vs the predicted GDP values for Ireland for the period January 2000 – December 2019. The predicted values from the model are relatively good apart from a couple of periods of divergence.
In this study, actual GDP values were available up to the first quarter of 2020. The graph above shows actual and predicted values for some selected countries (Ireland, Germany, and Finland) for quarter one of 2020 along with predicted values for the first couple of months of quarter two (April and May of 2020). There is a noticeable difference between the actual and predicted values for quarter one 2020 for Ireland, whereas the figures for Germany and Finland are closer. Ireland’s GDP figures are high in comparison to other countries as the GDP figures in Ireland are somewhat distorted by the activity of multinational companies. Many multinational companies use Ireland as a base for taxation purposes and earnings of the companies are often declared in Ireland. Sales and exports related to intellectual property and economic activities are declared in Ireland and so contribute to Irish GDP rather than the country where activity may have taken place. These factors can have a distorting impact on Irish GDP and so make it trickier to predict in comparison to other countries.
6.3 Random Forest Output

The Random Forest models in this project were created for comparison with the MLP ANN models. It can be seen that the Random Forest model has a higher accuracy than the MLP model. Figure 10 below shows a comparison of the Actual vs Predicted values of GDP for the Random Forest model. It can be seen that the predictions from this model are quite accurate.

Figure 10: Random Forest Model Predictions

![Random Forest Model Prediction](image)

Figure 11 below shows the Actual vs Predicted values from the Random Forest model for Ireland. Other than a few divergences it shows that the predictions were generally in line with the actual values. Figure 12 below shows an example of the actual vs predicted values of GDP in Denmark. The predicted values were also generally in line with the actual values of Danish GDP.

Figure 11: Random Forest Model Ireland 2000 - 2019

![Random Forest Model Ireland](image)

6.4 Discussion

The MLP ANN and Random Forest models created in this project had a good level of accuracy. The economic indicators selected appear to be positive in terms of their GDP
predictive abilities. The MLP model had an R2 value of around 0.94 which was similar to the ANN model created by Alamsyah and Permana (2018) which had an accuracy of approximately 95%. Based on the data from twenty years (2000 – 2019), the models predicted values for GDP relatively in line with the actual GDP values. When looking at the predictions from 2020 and the prediction of future GDP with the MLP model, some interesting points can be noted. It can be seen that the model is predicting an increase in GDP in Ireland in the second quarter of 2020, which due to issues in the global economy caused by the COVID-19 virus will not be the case. However, this increase in the GDP prediction in the model is likely caused by a large increase in pharmaceutical/chemical exports in Ireland which took place in March 2020. This large increase in exports is believed to be linked to global demand due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

As mentioned above, Ireland is quite unusual in terms of its GDP figures in comparison to other countries, due to the large presence of multinational companies in Ireland which distort the Irish GDP figure. This distortion is due to the declaration and routing of economic activity thorough Ireland and the use of Ireland as a taxation base, resulting in economic activity being declared in Ireland that may not have taken place in the country, whilst still contributing to Irish GDP. The actual values for GDP in 2020 were generally lower than the predicted values from the MLP model, except for Ireland. These lower GDP values were likely at least partially due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. As part of the initial work carried out in this research project, an LSTM RNN model was built as well for predicting GDP, however the RNN model was having issues with inconsistent validations, so the MLP and Random Forest models were used for making economic predictions in this research project. Both models proved to be adequate at making GDP predictions based on the data used in the project. A larger dataset with more countries and for a greater period of time would be useful for further testing of these models, however it should be noted that the availability of economic data can sometimes present difficulties, especially historically, as found in this research project (for Korea and Australia) where data can be missing or unavailable for periods of time for different countries, thereby making it difficult to accurately test some countries in the models.

---

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This research project examined the question ‘To what extent can machine learning algorithms predict Gross Domestic Product in Ireland and other countries based on various economic factors?’. The objectives of the research were to create two machine learning models for predicting GDP based on selected economic indicators, to evaluate the performance and accuracy of the created models and to study the GDP predictions from the models in order to determine their potential value for use in future economic analysis. The idea behind this project was to also examine some alternate economic indicators with data that is available more frequently to traditional economic indicators for predicting GDP. Traditional economic indicator data is usually available only quarterly at best, so the use of more frequent data would be beneficial for economic analysis purposes. Based on the review of related literature in this area, and from the work carried out in this research project, it can be seen that machine learning models can be used to predict GDP in Ireland and other countries based on the economic indicators selected. A number of models were considered for use in this research project, however after a thorough analysis, Artificial Neural Networks and Random Forest methods were chosen for use and comparison in this project as they were found to be highly proficient for predicting economic performance. A multilayer perceptron ANN model was created in this project. Initially an LTSM RNN model was also considered, however after some preliminary work the MLP model was proving to be more suitable for use with the selected data. The Random Forest model was also proficient, and it provided a good comparison to the Artificial Neural Network model created.

Both models created in this project performed well using the selected economic indicators, however the Random Forest model performed slightly better than the MLP model. The MLP model had an R2 score of 0.94 compared to the Random Forest model with an 0.98 R2 score. The predicted GDP output from the models was compared to the Actual GDP over a period of 20 years (2000 – 2019) and with the exception of some divergences, the GDP output from the models was relatively in line with the actual figures. The models were used to make predictions for GDP in Q1 and Q2 of 2020 and the predictions looked reasonable for most countries. A known issue related to Irish GDP was visible in this research project. Irish GDP figures are generally distorted due to the impact of multinational companies using Ireland as their headquarters for taxation purposes. These companies filter much of their economic activity and intellectual property profits through Ireland, with a result that production and export figures in Ireland appear significantly higher than actual production rates, resulting in a high GDP figure. This can make prediction of Irish GDP trickier than other countries. However, with the selection of relevant economic indicators, these concerns can be mitigated.

The output from these models could be useful as part of economic research and analysis done on specific countries economic performance and future GDP outlook. This research also contributes to the area of machine learning based predictions of GDP and economic performance, particularly with regards to the predictive ability of the economic indicators used in this research project. Future work in this area would look at a more in-depth analysis of the economic indicators and their specific impact on various countries, as well as the impact of other factors that can impact GDP. For example, the COVID-19 pandemic caused a large drop in GDP around the world and it would be interesting to link a machine learning based analysis of the impact of COVID-19 to this work in order to further enhance the GDP and economic performance predictions.
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